OLD GEELONG FOOTBALL CLUB – POST SEASON NEWSLETTER, NOVEMBER 2013

PRESIDENTS REPORT – JIMMY LEGOE & TOM BETTS
Season 2013 produced some challenges as well as some rewarding outcomes for the Club. Ultimately we are better as a
Club for all those experiences. While last season’s triple premiership success was always going to be difficult to
replicate, there was a feeling of confidence that we could build on those successes. For whatever reason, by the middle
of the year the Senior side was in a real relegation battle, with the confidence levels of the playing group running a little
low. It is a real credit to the Coaching team as well as the players themselves that from that point onward, results really
started to go our way. Through determination and hard work, a really positive end to the year was realised, where the
Seniors defeated the top 2 sides in the competition. Hopefully we can take a great deal from this continued run of form
into next year and start with all guns blazing so we are part of finals again.
The Reserves were the toast of the Club this year, winning a second consecutive premiership under the guidance of
Chris Rubick (only the second time this has happened in the Club’s history with the only other occasion of back-to-back
premierships coming with our break thorough 1956/57 Seniors under the guidance of Evan MacGregor). The players
were a great mix of young and not so young players at the Club and reinforce that one of our strengths is the enormous
depth in our playing list.
The year of Under 19 football was yet another positive for the club, and while results were not as we would have hoped,
having been promoted up a division, we were thrilled with all the players who represented the Club and for the
enormous contributions from their Coaches Dan O’Brien and Stevie Lansdell. The level of effort from volunteers at this
level, often in some very challenging weather conditions (and time slots!!), was also greatly appreciated. We are sure
that many more senior footballers will come from this side, as it already has from recent U19 teams (Dave Andrew,
Rupert de Crespigny, Andy de Fegely, John Forster, Will Holmes, Bas Hughes, Rupert Kemp, Gus Macdonald, Nick
O’Hare, Cal Wood).
The Club XVIII distinguished themselves brilliantly after their promotion this year. Just missing finals was a shame, but
the atmosphere and enjoyment had by players and supporters alike was nothing short of sensational. 2014 looms as
another exciting time for the Clubbies. Thanks to Andrew Catchlove and Nick Smith for their coaching and recruiting
efforts.
The work done behind the scenes by the committee and other volunteers, continue to improve the Club for the future.
Some very significant steps have been taken in recent years, specifically in the areas of administration, sponsorship,
relations with our feeder schools and our growth in non-playing members have been real highlights. The efforts of all of
our volunteers are so gratefully received and without these people, the Club would not survive. We look forward to
being even better in 2014.

2013 OGFC AGM – THURSDAY 28TH NOVEMBER FROM 7:30PM AT ARCADIA HOTEL

Sadly the season was soured by some off-field issues which were at odds with everything the Club prides itself on. The
Club is founded on a spirit of acceptance and respect, and we need to ensure that everything we do reflects these core
values. For the time being, OG’s reputation and image is damaged, particularly within Stonnington Council and the
general community. The Committee has treated this issue with the utmost of importance and will continue to work
hard until we regain the confidence and trust which has been lost. Rather than look for excuses as to why and how
things transpired, we are determined to use this juncture in the Clubs history to make some real changes which will
benefit everyone in the longer term. We are thankful for the support of the Council and look forward to updating our
players and supporters with new Club policies at our AGM in late November.
From a Presidential point of view, we have both thoroughly enjoyed 2013 at the
helm. Whilst we are both excited to remain as a part of the Old Geelong
community, and help out where we can, it is healthy to encourage change and
improvement. With this, we vacate our positions with the knowledge that the
Club will be in safe hands going forward and wish the successor/s to the role of
President all the best in 2014 and beyond.

OLD GEELONG PREMIERS AGAIN

2013 VAFA Division 1 Reserves Premiers – Old Geelong FC
Back Row – Marcus Walkom, Jack Wall (Assistant Coach), Gus Macdonald, John Bailey, Al de Fegely, Andy Leahy, Will
Harris, Matt Morris (Captain), Chris Rubick (Coach), Archie Whiting (Assistant Coach), Brad Dettman; Middle Row - Rich
Herd, George Macdonald, Tim Hope-Johnstone, Lachie Quirk, Gus Perry, Harley Beaumont, Tom Slattery;
Front Row – Dave Wood, Rupert de Crespigny, Jack Nelson, Rupert Kemp, James Wright, Bas Hughes, Andy de Fegely.
THE OGFC HAVE NOW WON 16 PREMIERSHIPS, WITH HALF OF THESE COMING IN THE LAST NINE YEARS

OGFC AWARDS
The OGFC Presentation evening was held on Saturday 16th September, with many efforts acknowledged:

BEST 1st YEAR PLAYER
(James Head Award)

MOST
IMPROVED

MOST
IMPROVED

COACHES
AWARD

COACHES
AWARD

Andy Leahy

Chris Bolsin

Seb Hughes

Nick O’Hare

Will Symons

120 PLAYERS HAVE NOW REACHED LIFE MEMBERSHIP AT THE OGFC VIA PLAYING 100 GAMES

SENIORS – FRANK DUNELL
If you could sum our 59th year (season 2013) in one sentence you wouldn’t be far off in saying it was a great learning
curve for the club, both on and off the ground.
After a solid pre-season program was embarked upon by the players under the stewardship of Fitness Guru Tom
Davidson, we approached the year with great expectation especially after our successful 2012 year. But as always,
sometimes the best laid plans can be derailed quite quickly. After turning 4-5 in the first half of the year we found
ourselves with our backs against the wall. But our persistence paid off as we turned our season around and our efforts
to win 4 out of the last 5 games were outstanding given the sides we were fielding in the latter stage of the year. It could
have been very easily to roll over, but we didn’t. Our wins against Williamstown, Hampton and MHSOB were
undoubtedly the highlight of the year from a playing and coaching point of view.
Individually, we had many fine performances but Tristian Mountjoy’s best and fairest win, and runner up in the
competition, really outlined his playing ability as one of the premier players in the competition. Cal Wood, once again
topped our goal kicking from CHF and showed what a consistent and fine performer he is. Our captain Colby O Brien
showed wonderful leadership in an outstanding year again and was very close in winning his 3rd best and fairest. Sam
Long, also showed, when fit, what an important player he is to the group. Our core senior group in John Forster, Dave
Andrew, Will Symons, Matt Collister, Shaw Kitchen, Alex Herd, Henry Johnstone, Xav Shiels, James Ratcliffe, Nick
Waters and Nick O’Hare were also very consistent and resilient performers throughout the year. We saw a big
improvement from Chris Bolsin, Dave Wood, Bas Hughes, Dave Paton and Andy de Fegely later in the season.

In respect to off field, once again thanks to Jim Legoe, Tom Betts, Hamish McInnes, Peter Lemon and the committee for
all their behind the scenes support in 2013, in a very tough and challenging year.
To all my coaches, thank you for your support and guidance throughout the year in particular my assistants, Marcus
Hastings, Mike Holland and Steen Balodis who once again stepped up when it counted. You generally determine the
performance of your support group when things get tough and it was great to see when our backs were against the wall
all coaches were there to shoulder the load. Thanks also to our successful reserves coach Chris Rubick, who is now
taking a very well deserved break overseas after once again tasting premiership success. Your efforts in achieving 2
reserve premierships speaks volumes of you as a coach. Andrew Catchlove, Nick Smith, Dan O Brien and Stevie Lansdell
all worked tirelessly for their teams in competitions dominated by a number of sides. It’s not easy to put on a smile each
week when you are struggling for numbers and the performances are up and down. Well done boys for staying the
course.

STEVE LANSDELL PLAYED HIS 184TH SENIOR GAME FOR THE OGFC THIS YEAR AND HAS PLAYED 224 IN TOTAL

So where to from here……..
 We need to get serious as a club if we are to contend again as the
competition has lifted.
 We need to get fitter and stronger than we have ever been.
 Our young players need to take the next step and consolidate their
position in the seniors. Players such as Bas Hughes, Andy de Fegely,
Andy Leahy, Rupert Kemp, Hugh McKay, Will Holmes, Rupert de
Crespigny, and Aidan Long have now had a good taste of senior
football. Time to step up.
 We need to recruit harder than ever to build depth within the club.
 Our senior players again need to commit and show the leadership
required for the younger group to follow.
WE DO NOT WANT TO HAVE ANOTHER WASTED YEAR.

SENIORS: Division 1
TEAM

P W L

D

Hampton Rovers

18 16 2

0

Williamstown CYMS

18 13 5

0

Ormond

18 12 6

0

Prahran Assumption

18 11 7

0

Whitefriars

18 10 8

0

18 9

0

OLD GEELONG

9

Old Mentonians

18 8 10 0

Bulleen Templestowe

18 6 12 0

MHSOB

18 5 13 0

Glen Eira

18 0 18 0

Streak: WLWLLWLWLWLLLWWWWL

In finishing, it was a tough and challenging year for all and there remains a number of hurdles that need to be tackled
before the next season starts. We can only control what we can control. What we can do is approach next year with the
right attitude, with plenty of energy and drive to get the best out of one self for the team. The rest will follow. I always
believe the harder one works, the luckier one gets.

49 PLAYERS PULLED ON A SENIOR JUMPER AT THE OGGERY IN 2013 (SIX MORE THAN LAST YEAR)

RESERVES – CHRIS RUBICK
Back-to-back! It’s a short but sweet phrase that I feel privileged to be able to share with you as we reflect on 2013.
Having finished 3rd at the end of the home-and-away season and facing elimination throughout September, our finals
campaign was inspired by “The Wolfpack of ‘83”… Survive and Advance. And survive and advance we did, from being 15
points down with 8 minutes to go in our semi-final versus Bulleen-Templestowe; to standing up against a 3rd quarter
surge against Ormond in the Grand Final, our premiership 22 stood up at every defining moment. It is a tribute to the
playing group, led by Mat Morris, that we played with such belief given we had not played together as a 22 before.

RESERVES: Division 1
TEAM

P W L

D

Ormond

18 15 2

1

Hampton Rovers

18 15 3

0

Old Geelong

18 13 4

1

Bulleen Templestowe

18 10 8

0

Williamstown CYMS

18 10 8

0

Prahran Assumption

18 7 11 0

MHSOB

18 7 11 0

Whitefriars

18 6 12 0

Old Mentonians

18 6 12 0

Glen Eira

18 0 18 0

Streak: WWWLWWWWLWDWWWLWLW

With this in mind I want to thank and acknowledge the 50+ players who
pulled the boots on at 11:40am throughout 2013. We had 30 players
who had legitimately qualified for the finals, from ‘Clubman of the Year’
Jack McPherson, to club legend Stevie Lansdell, the ever improving Will
Sharp and the injured Alex Suvoltos to name just a few… it was with a
heavy heart that great people at our football club did not get the
opportunity to play in September.
I want to thank the 2013 coaching team for all their support, advice and
guidance. Frank Dunell, Marcus Hastings and Michael Holland did a
fantastic job for the Club and as always were a wonderful support for me
at 6:15pm each Tuesday and Thursday! To Dan O’Brien and Stevie
Lansdell for their dedication to the U19 cause, just a pleasure working
with you both. And of course Andrew Catchlove, who made Thursday
nights at the dark end of Lady Como all the more enlightening! Your
dedication to the club is nothing short of brilliant.

Finally, to Jack Wall and Archie Whiting, both of whom played a fantastic supporting role to me throughout the 2013
season and most importantly during our finals campaign. I can’t think of a better dynamic and balance in the coaches
box… from Jack’s passion and magnet movement to Archie’s calmness and poise under pressure. It was such relief for
me to be able to provide both men with a well-deserved premiership medal. Thank you gents.
Lastly, I am signing-off as a Coach at the OGs after four wonderful years with the football club both on and off the field. I
leave with great memories from winning 80% of our games, playing in 4 consecutive finals series, 3 consecutive grand
finals (the 2011 loss will always be with me) and of course the back-to-back success of 2012-13. But most importantly I
have met 100’s of fantastic people and leave with some life-long friends. Thank you to Jim Legoe, and of course Nick
Mitchell, who gave me an opportunity in January 2010 to join the OGs. I feel privileged to have served the club and I
look forward to serving it again at some time in the future.

2013 (1st), 2012 (1st), 2011 (2nd), 2010 (4th), 2009 (5th), 2008 (2nd), 2007 (1st), 2006 (2nd), 2005 (1st), 2004 (2nd)

UNDER 19’s – DAN O’BRIEN & STEVE LANSDELL
Although our season was not overly successful in terms of wins and losses, there were many positives to be drawn from
the season and the future is looking healthy for the Old Geelong Football Club’s Under 19 program.
Our season highlight was undoubtedly the 20-goal victory against PEGS in our last game of the year at Como. The win
was especially rewarding for all involved and was a credit to the lads who stuck at it all season when at times we were
on the end of some heavy defeats. Seeing the smiles out on the player’s faces after not having sung the song for 4
months was truly a very rewarding experience for all involved (even if majority of the boys didn’t know the words!). The
win also featured a number of school boys from Geelong Grammar and Geelong College who played admirably
throughout the season when school football commitments allowed. If we can retain the bulk of these handy footballers
and the expected demotion back down a grade I expect the Old Geelong Under 19’s to be an extremely competitive
outfit next season.
We would like to thank the leadership group led by our captain Will Evans and his deputies Tom Wigan and Rory Vocale
for their input and commitment throughout the year. Congratulations also to our award winners with Hugh McKay
taking out the best and fairest and finishing equal 4th in the competition award, Tom Wigan runner up, Will Holmes for
most consistent and Zach Carroll who received the most improved award.
Getting a team on the park each week is sometimes very time consuming and a
lot of work goes on behind the scene to make this happen. We would like to
thank Old Geelong coaching panel including Frank Dunell, Marcus Hastings,
Michael Holland, Chris Rubick and Andrew Catchlove. Thanks also must go to
Jimmy Legoe and the committee, the physio’s and trainers, the parents who
came down and supported throughout the year, Pete Lemon for all the photos,
Jo Cantor for waving the flags and the Aracdia for keeping the boys hydrated
throughout the year.
In summary it was an honour to coach these fine young men but we need a
commitment from all involved and potential new faces to learn from this testing
season and use it as motivation so we can scale the heights of previous years. A
strong U19 team is vital for the development of the club and a major factor if
we are going to start climbing the VAFA grades.

UNDER 19: Section 3
TEAM

P W L

D

Northern Blues

18 16 2

0

AJAX

18 12 6

0

Williamstown CYMS

18 12 6

0

Whitefriars

18 12 6

0

Old Camberwell

18 10 8

0

18 9

0

Old Xaverians

9

PEGS

18 3 15 0

OLD GEELONG

18 2 16 0

Streak: LWLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLW

UNDER 19’s
BEST & FAIREST

UNDER 19’s
R/U BEST & FAIREST

UNDER 19’s
MOST CONSISTENT

UNDER 19’s
MOST IMPROVED

Hugh McKay

Tom Wigan

Will Holmes

Zach Carroll

FOURTEEN SCHOOL BOYS PULLED ON THE BOOTS FOR THE U19’S IN 2013 – A GOOD SIGN FOR THE FUTURE!

CLUB XVIII – ANDREW CATCHLOVE & NICK SMITH
The “Clubbies” had a season of mixed results in 2013. Whilst backing up from a Premiership in 2012 was always going to
be a tough ask, the lads acquitted themselves admirably. We managed to blood a lot of new players to the team (and
the Club), many of whom served as players in both the Senior & Reserves sides throughout the year. We only just
missed out on a finals berth through an inferior percentage, but had some close games gone our way, things could well
have been different. Highlights for the season include an away win at St Bernards (eventual runners up) and the first
legends game that saw some familiar faces enjoy a game together in the hoops.
Thanks must go to other coaches, in particular Chris Rubick and Marcus Hastings whom looked after our boys on
Tuesday & Thursday nights at training. A huge thanks to Jimmy Legoe and Hamish McInnes for putting time in to
helping us field a side every Saturday - a task that is more complex than people appreciate. Don Sahlstrom and Johnny
Graham for helping out from a team management point of view must also be acknowledged and to the friends/family
who came to the games to goal umpire (Athol Smith/Chris Catchlove) and the injured boys who ran water and the
boundary - we cannot play without your assistance so thank you too.
Lastly, Tim Bayles (pictured below) announced his retirement after great to service to the Club and is a premiership
teammate of both of ours. We wish him the best and hope to see him around the place for many years to come.
There is much to build on for season 2014 and a “Club XVIII Section 1” finals berth is well within our grasp. We look
forward to seeing you all again next year!

ANDREW CATCHLOVE DEPARTS AS OUR ONLY CLUB XVIII PREMIERSHIP COACH – THANKS CATCHY

PIVOT CLUB – LACHIE STEVENS
2014 Saw record attendance across three Pivot events at Como. Thank you to the more than 130 people who signed up
as Pivot Members and whilst down a touch on the 149 we had in 2012 (and below our mid-term objective of 200), it is
great to have such strong support from parents and former players of the Club. As usual we were treated to premium
steak from Herds Meat, wine from Angus the Bull and catering staff of Ruth Vickers-Willis. A special thanks goes out to
Frank, Susie, Rich and Alex Herd, Hamish McGowan & Ruth for their continued support. Together they make a great
team and really help make the events what they are.
Our first event took place on the 20th of April, with around 90 people in attendance. During lunch we heard some great
stories from John Hastings, Victorian and Australian cricketer, who despite recent surgery was extremely open and
provided us with some great insights into the recent happenings of the VIC and Aussie cricket team dressing rooms. On
the 22nd of June we trialed a new initiative in the form of a post-game event, with a more casual music and steak
sandwich feel to it, which was aimed at many of those people who cannot get to a Saturday lunch time slot due to other
commitments. Tom Carty (pictured below right), is a former player and musician from Wexford who entertained the
crowd with both covers and original songs from his latest LP. Special mention to Mark Avery, who was the sole
participant in the “open mike” section of the entertainment and as usual amazed many of the guests that the former
president actually would be well suited to finals time in X-Factor.
The year concluded with a bin buster on the 3rd of August with 144 people in attendance who were firstly entertained by
Tom Hawkins & Jon Anderson before moving their focus to the support of the Casey Tutungi appeal and raising nearly
$20k for the cause. A big thank you to all those who donated the auction items and to those who supported the cause
with their wallets. Thanks also to Archie & Ian Whiting from Clubbid, their online auction system which allowed us to
cover a lot more items than normal and allow more funds to be raised. The day ended with a brilliant win by the
Seniors, beating a top 2 side and taking themselves well out of relegation range. The perfect end to what was one of the
great pivot club days on a number of levels and a great way for the Pivot Club to sign the year off. Thank you again to all
those who helped the set up and organisation, especially Annie & Jimmy Legoe, Mitch Costin and the usual helpers.
Thanks to all of you who supported the Pivot Club in 2013 and we look forward to your continued support in 2014.

Tom Hawkins (GFC), Kait Davis and Phillipe Batters (both from Williams Batters) joined
the OGFC to support Casey Tutungi by auctioning off a signed Geelong FC Jumper.

Tom Carty (Past OGFC Player), entertained
at the inaugural Pivot Cocktail evening.

PIVOT MEMBERS – 2013 (130), 2012 (149), 2011 (114), 2010 (111), 2009 (70). TARGET REMAINS TO GET TO 200

2013 PIVOT CLUB MEMBERS

It would be remiss of us not to acknowledge the tremendous work Lachie Stevens does with the Pivot Club. We have
seen the membership grow significantly over the years which has led to recent lunches reaching full capacity. We are
already looking forward in anticipation to what Stevo will bring to the table in 2014.

THE OGFC COMMUNITY RAISED $18,814 FOR THE CASEY TUTUNGI FUTURE FUND

CHARITY INVOLVEMENT
The OGFC endeavor to give back to the community in
many ways and 2013 marked a big year on the Oggery
charity scene. In addition to the $18,814 we raised for the
Casey Tutungi Future Fund, members of the Club
volunteered their own time to assist with Secondbite and
Stonnington’s Relay for Life.
The Secondbite drive involved a group of players
converging on the aftermath of the South Melbourne
markets one Sunday afternoon to collect as much fresh
produce that would have otherwise gone to waste. In
doing so, the boys helped fill the Secondbite van with
plenty of healthy fruit and vegetables that would make its
way to help various areas of the local community. For
more information on Secondbite, visit their website at
www.secondbite.org.
Those who assisted at the Stonnington’s Relay for Life also got a taste of giving back to the local community, filling
numerous roles in the running of the annual event (including getting dressed up as the events mascots – Sid the Seagull
and Quitman). Some players arrived in Oggery jumpers (one even took along his premiership medallion!) with OGFC’s
participation was acknowledged on numerous occasions.

SPONSORS
The OGFC are extremely thankful for the support of our fantastic sponsors. 2013 marked a new beginning in a sense,
with Williams Batters joining as our new Major Sponsor. It was great to see Philippe, Bill and Kait regularly in
attendance during the season and we look forward to further building our relationship in future years.
The ongoing support of our feeder schools through the OGGA and OGCA has also been a great avenue for the Club to
attract recent school leavers down to Como Park. We urge the OGFC community to support our many sponsors
whenever possible:

WE URGE THE OGS COMMUNITY TO SUPPORT THOSE WHO SUPPORT US

OUR SUPPORTERS

Breaking news – ogs premiers yet again
Congratulations to the OGS Navy Netball Side
who took out the premiership in their division
this season. Four other teams competed
during the year with the netball club in as
strong a position as ever under the presidency
of Bella Anderson (2013 OGS Best
Clubwoman).

PREMIERS - 2013 OGS NAVY NETBALL TEAM
Back Row: Sophie Faulkner, Georgie Walmsley, Lucy
Faulkner, Molly Teague-Neeld, Anna Brodie.
Front Row: Bethan Whaley, Bella Anderson, Sarah
Henderson.

A big thank you to Pete Lemon for majority of the photo’s contained within this newsletter (and for all of the other work he does around the Club).

THE OGS ARE MORE THAN A FOOTBALL CLUB…….WE ARE A SPORTING COMMUNITY

